PRIVACY POLICY

Math Teachers Press Inc. Privacy Policy Statement

Math Teachers Press Inc. web sites are owned, controlled and maintained by Math Teachers Press Inc., 4850 Park Glen Road, Minneapolis, MN 55416.

Math Teachers Press understands the importance of protecting the privacy of Personally Identifiable Information about you as a user of Math Teachers Press online learning web sites and testing and evaluation tools. Math Teachers Press Privacy Policy is wholly contained in the Math Teachers Press End User and Privacy Agreement.

Information considered by Math Teachers Press to be Personally Identifiable Information would include your full name, address, email address, username and password, phone number, and credit or debit card information. The name of the school you attend or your workplace, date of birth, personal interests, and grade information is also considered Personally Identifiable Information.

Personally Identifiable Information may be used by Math Teachers Press to facilitate subscription processing, validate access rights upon login and provide a personalized user experience. This information will be treated as confidential information by Math Teachers Press.

Math Teachers Press policy is not to share a customer’s/student’s Personally Identifiable Information with third parties without that customer’s/student’s consent except as expressly stated herein.

Math Teachers Press may use Personally Identifiable Information such as contact users for participation in focus groups, seminars, or product reviews. The contact of users will only occur where the party is at least 13 years of age and has opted in to receive such information from Math Teachers Press.

Math Teachers Press may disclose Personally Identifiable Information to third parties not affiliated with Math Teachers Press as follows: application rosters, grade books, or communication tools that facilitate instructor and student engagement; where disclosure is requested by the educational institution, school district or system in which the user is enrolled, or by applicable state educational authorities, for educational or administrative purposes; and if there is suspected illegal conduct, misappropriating password access, violating Math Teachers Press Terms of Use or engaging in academic misconduct or other conduct prohibited by an end-user’s academic institution or workplace.

Any Personally Identifiable Information voluntarily posted to a public area of a Math Teachers Press web site might be collected and used by others. Math Teachers Press cannot prevent such uses as this.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PARENTS: Math Teachers Press has no intention of seeking Personally Identifiable Information about minors (children under age 13) unless provided by that student’s teacher or educational institution. If inadvertently obtained by Math Teachers Press the privacy policies will apply to that information. In addition, if Math Teachers Press
can identify a user as a minor any information will not be used for marketing and promotion. Math Teachers Press advises you to communicate with your children that they seek your permission before providing information about themselves or their family over the Internet.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CHILDREN: Ask your parent or guardian for permission before you sign up for any Website or send any personal information over the Internet including through any email.

CHANGES TO PRIVACY STATEMENT: If Math Teachers Press makes any material changes to the Privacy Statement it will prominently display any changes to the Privacy Statement
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